Scientific breadth and depth to meet the complex and unique demands of your oncology trials

With more than 550 different tests in-house, we are ready to meet your requirements, whether you need:

- Routine safety testing
- In-depth genomics assays and tissue biomarker analysis
- Co-development of your companion diagnostics
- Highly specific assays for a particular steroid of interest
- Access to the Covance Biomarker Center of Excellence

Our portfolio of services includes state-of-the-art technologies and the broadest range of scientific and process expertise.

Covance Central Laboratory Services delivers the high quality, combinable data you require to successfully achieve your drug development goals.

46 of the 50 best-selling oncology drugs of 2011 were developed in partnership with Covance Central Laboratory Services
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Navigating the challenges and complexities of oncology trials

Innovations in personalized care create a dynamic environment presenting increased requirements for:
- Scientific and operational expertise
- Access to high-performing investigator sites with the right patients
- Global combinable data

Oncology products have the lowest success rate compared with all other therapeutic indications (Phase I to FDA approval).¹

Access to high-caliber investigator sites and patients meets your critical milestones

Having access to global high-performing sites is essential. Covance offers strengths beyond a core central laboratory. Our exceptional investigator support services team:
- Ensures investigator training for each protocol
- Optimizes collection methods
- Maximizes both site participation and productivity

Covance Central Laboratory Services provides the highest level of pre-analytical controls to minimize negative effects of variables, improving your clinical trial process in several ways:
- Globally uniform sample collection kits customized to your trial
- Digital imaging and analysis of tissue specimens enables consistent review and target enrichment
- Comprehensive specimen management services for all your testing and storing needs

More than 25 years of experience to overcome your challenges and deliver the support to achieve your goals

In the past five years...
- 800+ oncology trials
- 75 countries
- 20,000+ investigator sites
- 120,000+ patients with cancer

Investigators choose Covance as the most preferred central laboratory three times more often than its closest competitor

High quality combinable results deliver confidence in your data

Covance Central Laboratory Services provides the highest level of pre-analytical controls to minimize negative effects of variables, improving your clinical trial process in several ways:
- Globally uniform sample collection kits customized to your trial
- Digital imaging and analysis of tissue specimens enables consistent review and target enrichment
- Comprehensive specimen management services for all your testing and storing needs

Sponsor choice of central laboratory drives investigator site satisfaction and impacts site willingness to work on future studies with that sponsor.²

Innovations in personalized care create a dynamic environment presenting increased requirements for:
- Scientific and operational expertise
- Access to high-performing investigator sites with the right patients
- Global combinable data

Layers of contingency plans deliver the highest global logistics performance levels to preserve your study’s most precious assets—your patients’ samples.
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- Routine safety testing
- In-depth genomics assays and tissue biomarker analysis
- Co-development of your companion diagnostics
- Highly specific assays for a particular steroid of interest
- Access to the Covance Biomarker Center of Excellence

Our portfolio of services includes state-of-the-art technologies and the broadest range of scientific and process expertise:

- Genomics & Biomarkers
- Immunohistochemistry
- Anatomic Pathology
- Safety Testing
- Special Chemistry
- Hematology
- Flow Cytometry

Covance Central Laboratory Services delivers the high quality, combinable data you require to successfully achieve your drug development goals.
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More than 25 years of experience to overcome your challenges and deliver the support to achieve your goals

In the past five years...
- 800+ oncology trials
- 75 countries
- 120,000+ patients with cancer
- 20,000+ investigator sites

Investigators choose Covance as the most preferred central laboratory three times more often than its closest competitor

Sponsor choice of central laboratory drives investigator site satisfaction and impacts site willingness to work on future studies with that sponsor.

Layers of contingency plans deliver the highest global logistics performance levels to preserve your study’s most precious assets—your patients’ samples.
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Investors choose Covance as the most preferred central laboratory three times more often than its closest competitor

Sponsor choice of central laboratory drives investigator site satisfaction and impacts site willingness to work on future studies with that sponsor.
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Same global sample platforms, SOPs, reagents and standards eliminate variables that affect tests results
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